
Bicycles Sleep on Patios

The radiator is bored with the diurnal rhythms of life
and swills gas in its mouth an  gargles like a juggling 
diatribe, where it is fixed to the hallway and bicycles 
sleep on patios, the winter cold seeps in through the 
vents, the spider webs and the river mites - copulating 
on my flesh, revere the warmth; the radiator howls in 
its amateur boxing hour, sparring with the dust and the 
broken dead flesh, and I am the wino who would be 
drinking out of gutters. The radiator bleeds like a 
garbage truck, spilling its petty guts over the lion’s 
share of the carpet. On my afternoon walk the beige 
hearts of the promenade look wistful and brood like 
the petrol mouth of the radiator. The leaf blower 
sweeps nature’s garbage to the grass and when the 
night falls every star is dirt and laughing girls shake 
the dust from grinders in the park and smoke their 
marijuana. 
The all-night supermarket does not know the radiator 
and its lousy caprice, but monkey shoulder deafens 
my ears to the beat. And then it groans as I return with 
pieces of shoe missing, and cellos dream in vibrato in 
my absence, full on scents of peppermint tea. 
My radiator dreams of its autonomy but gives out heat 
with its surly pout, like I am back in Spain 
with the perfumes and the garbage, night sweats and 
lucky stars and I imagine that I can leave my teeth 
marks in the sky. 
The radiator loves like a new born mother, holding 
me in its vice, cradled in the arms of a madman heat.    
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